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Wallet Thief Caught in Campus Chase
By LAURA NABORS
N-• Reporter

A cross-campus chase led to the apprehension of a 19-year-old wallet
thief by Xavier police on August 24.
Apprehending officers Dan Wood
and Michael Couch identified the
suspect exiting Bellarmine Chapel at
approximately 2:30 p.m. and pursued him.
''I followed the suspect up
Ledgewood Drive, across Dana
Avenue up to Woodburn and back
over the tracks to Dana Avenue,"

Wood said. At this point, according
to Wood, the suspect ran in front of
the car ·of Officer Couch, who was
assisting Wood in the chase.
The suspect then ran into the Cincinnati Bell parking ·garage and was
found hiding under a utility truck
after a search by Wood and Couch,
Wood said.
Soon after his arrest, as the suspect
was being indicted on a trespassing
charge by campus police, a report of a
stolen wallet came from Bellarmirie
Chapel. The 19-year-old then con-

fessed to stealing the wallet and told
campus police where he had hidden
it, Wood said.
"We finally located the wallet
behind a dumpster located in the
back of the Coke Vending Maching
Company on Dana Avenue," commented Wood.
He added that the man also con·
fessed to theft of an additional
wallet.
Officer Couch mentioned that,
"At present the Cincinnati Police
have custody of the. youth ·and are

questioning him in regard to nine
other wallet robberies that have occurred on the Xavier campus in the
last three months.''
According to Wood, he is not a
Xavier student ·and is in no way connected with Xavier University.
''The youth,'' Wood commented,
"was released from the Lebanon
Correctional Institution in May of
this year and is on parole for forty
prior arrests ranging from receiving
stolen property to burglary."
Police said that the wallet
recovered contained five dollars in
cash, credit cards and some personal
items. As a result, Wood said that

the suspect will most probably be
charged with burglary since the
wallet stolen did contain credit cards
and was stolen from an occupied
structure,_ Bellarmine Chapel.
About ten days prior to the arrest,
Couch asserted, the same man had
been warned for trespassing. He had
be~n _spotted several times previously
roammg the Mall, presumably in
search of unattended purses.
Couch warned that students
should not .leave personal items in
the open and suggested that ''in the
future, they should report any
suspicious persons wandering around
campus to the Xavier Police.''

Brockman 'dry' under
new Housing policies
or slap on the wrist," she insisted.
A student's second "write-up"
"Brockman is now a dry haJJ," as customarily results in disciplinary
one result of several changes in dor- probation, and a letter is sent home
mitory rules, according to Laurie to the student's parents. The third
Thomas, assistant director of offense results in removal from the
residence hall.
housing.
A further change in rules
''The biggest change is the alcohol
policy which was mandated by the specifically r<:!ates to dormitory parstate of Ohio changing it~. drink- ties. "Organbed parties must be in
ing policy," said Thomas. The state public areas" of the dorm, said
changed the drinking age from 18 to Thomas, rather than in hallways. "If
19 in August and will discontinue the a party is up on the wing then anyone
sale of 3.2% beer in October. Nine- who is not 19 can't be on the wing,"
teen rather than 18 is the legal age to she explained. (Partygoers will be
checked for proper age
buy all beer in Ohio.
Possession of alcohol in all other · identification.)
dorms by students of legal drinking
Thomas noted that a final major
age is allowed. Student residents and policy change prohibits the removal
graduate assistants in Brockman who of furniture from individual rooms.
are legally able to possess beer and Students are no longer allowed to put
alcoholic beverages will be allowed to furniture in the halls or in storage
keep them' in Brockman, said during school vacations because it
resulted in the. disappearance of
Thomas.
Beer kegs, full or empty, are pro- University-owned furniture last year,
hibited from dorm rooms this year, and too much time was spent by the
said Thomas, because they were maintenance department moving
abused last year. Beer balls, which furniture back to the rooms.
"In ballpark figures
hold 5.6 gallons of beer, are allowed
at any time "as a compromise $150,000-200,000 was spent this
measure. " One beer ball will be summer'' on dormitory imallowed per suite on a trial basis this provements, said Thomas. This includes lounge furniture in Husman,
semester, she explained.
Students failing to follow the dorm Kuhlman and Brockman, painting,
rules, she emphasized, will be "writ- carpeting and tiling, and new furten up,'' or given a disciplinary warn- niture for 20 rooms in Brockman (to
ing, and the write-up policy has also be delivered at Christmas time.)
Room inspections will be made by
been altered. Though the first offense is a warning, this year offenders the maintenance and housing s~affs,
must sign up for one 10 p.m. to 4 and students will be billed for the
a.m. night duty shift with a graduate replacement of missing University
assistant. "It is to be a learning op· furniture. A 24 hour advance notice
portunity as opposed to being a rule will be given before each search.
Uy MARY SPRAlJL
News Edllor

Facelift, phase one
Ai left Is O'Brien Terrace as It appeared last spring. Photo on the right shows how the same terrace looks now,
approximately 180 shrubs and $5300 later. Renovation of the upper part of O'Brien Is scheduled to be com·
pleted by the end of this spring.

Campus Ministry to report to Currie
By MELLISSA BRENNAN
N-Reportar

The Reverend Don Nastold, S.J.,
head of Campus Ministry, will now
repon directly to the Reverend
Charles Currie, S.J., Xavier president, as a result of a restructuring of
Campus Ministry.
Previously, Fr. Nastold was responsible to Rod Shearer, vice president
for student development.
"Fr. Currie is making Campus
Ministry a priority this year," dedared Fr. Nastold. "By talking
directly to the head of Campus
Ministry, he can be in closer touch
~it~ what is going on."

Campus Ministry is trying to
strengthen its on-campus programs
this year. It has sponsored Manresa, a
freshman retreat, and co-sponsored·
Playfair, a series of games and group
dynamics for the freshman.
Presently, Campus Ministry is
working on the Mass of the Holy
Spirit scheduled for Sunday,
_September 12 at 5:00p.m. in Bellarmine Chapel.
"It is a traditional fu·nction at the
beginning of the school year and
serves as a blessing for light, strength
and growth. As a Catholic institution, it is another way to symbolize
what we stand for," stated Fr.

Nastold.
Fr. Currie will be the celebrant of
the Mass. The Reverend Joseph
Bracken, theology department chairman, will give the homily. Fr.
N~told mentioned that Campus
Ministry would like to see as many
members of the Xavier community
present as possible.
''As a goal of Campus Ministry this
year, we would like to be known by
more students and staff and to be
more helpful," Fr. Nastold said.
"Ministry means to serve and Campus Ministry is serving the whole
campus, not just the students.''
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The Xnier News is published weekly throughout the school year by the students of
Xawier Uniwersity, 3800 Victory Pkwy.,. Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. Yearly subscription
rates are $7.00 within the U.S.A. The statements and opinions of the XaYier News are
not necessarily those of the student body, faculty or administration of Xawier.
Entered as third class matter at the U.S. Post Office under permit number 1275.

Third news editor added
By JEAN M. HANNA
Managing Editor

Editor-in-Chief ................. Jerry Ellig
Mana1ing Editor ........... Jean M. Hanna
Business Milnager ............ Mike Santen
News Editors ................ John Foaarty
Brian Grismer
Mary Spraul
Entertainment Editor ............ Lisa Kern
Sports Editor .............. Wayne Wi111ins
Photo Editor ............... Tony Milrlino
Calendilr coordimtor ...... Juk Donaldson
fourmllstic Adwisor ............. Jean Dye
Business Advisor ........... Robert Becker

Entert1inment Depntment:
Le•nn Boob, Tim Ch•mpion, Grea Cl•ycomb,

Tom Connelly, Trey D•ty, Doua Moll, Phil
Schwqm•n. M•rv Beth Thom ... Pete Thomos,
Tim Tro•ell, Je•nne V"nemeyer.
News Dep•rtment:
• Melin• Brenun, Pill Cusick, '"" Downiftll,
kilrfft Ea•n. Cristy ful•s, L1ur1 N•bors, N•ncy
Suer.
·
Photo Dep•rtment:
Simon B•tbo•. Chorles Bertols, Lori Guidos,
D••e Roth.
S.,Orts Dep•rtlllent:
Jim l•rter, Tom fiHr,
H1nt1d, Gr~ Iottes,
Jerry klemt, Jim t1c:ey, C1roline lut,r, T11101
M•donis, Tom McPi•e. Ellen McTi1ue, Chris
Moon~. Al•n P1rr11, Girw~ Sdteter, Suzi Seaer,
Grea Sich••·

Brian Grismer, a senior marketing
major, has been named News Editor
for th~: Xavier News. He joins John
Fogarty and Mary Spraul, the current
News Editors.
Grismer declared that being News
Editor would "give me a broader

-Brian on,'' stated Fogarty. ''This will
help to more evenly distribute the
work load and lead to a more efficient news department.''
Advertising,. marketing research
Spraul added, "I am happy to
and law are among Grismer's career welcome Brian as a new staff
goals but he feels he will be dealing member. He is a hatd worker and will
"mostly in management."
add another dimension to the Xavier
"We are looking forward to taking News.''

background with which to base my
future careers" and hoped that it
would "round out my senior year."

M•r•

in journalism, newswriting, copy editing, photography, typing, cartooning, or simply the thriU of productive achievement? If so, there's a place for
you on the Xavier News.
.
There wiN be on orientation meeting tomorrow, September 10, at 1:00 p.m.
in the News office, located in the hollwov behind the Information Desk in the
Universitv Center. II vou cannot make the meeting, leave a note at the office or
the de!k, and we 'II be sure to get bock in touch. Or, if vou prefer, toll JerriJ fllig
at 745-3561 or 931-7679.
*Rpplicotions ore also being token lor the post of Circulation Manager. Contact the News office lor more details.
·

God only knows how much needs
doing. Millions don't even know
why they're on this planet. Hunger,
disease, ignorance, indignity and injustice keep millions from reaching
their full potential.
There certainly is a lot to be done.
If you would like to help as a missionary priest, brother or sister.
write to:

Live

Entertainment
Friday and
saturday

Nights &
Chicago cyros
"Your Home Away From Home"

h

R. TOM VERMtGLtO. MCCJ

Comboni Missionaries
8108 Beechmont Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45230

NOTICE

MARGIE'S

NEW IN CINCINNATI

5425 Carthage Ave.

QUALITY TEMPORARY HOUSING

(1/2 mile south of Cincinnati Gardens)
. MINUTES from X. U.

SALOON

for
STUDENTS

1 & 2 bedroom

FURNISHED SUITES

On 64 Acres of Scenic Grounds
EASILY ARRANGED
ACCOMMODATIONS

Hillcrest Garden Apartments
Farm Road
..1.

531-6686

~....J
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1·1~A'
~!}·

1' ·
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Specials • • •

by

The MONTH or LONG TERM
NEAR MAJOR UNIVERSITIES,
HOSPITALS &. CORPORATIONS
On Public Transportation
LIMITED UNITS AVAILABLE
:.~:mgdon

Margie's Welcome Back Party

'\JI;.J~.t.,\'i:t,-----~~:;;:;;;._ _ _ _ _ _. .

. l

· • • Spec1a S • • •

.t

lXI Cinti.

.J.,. !\

Margie's

J

Saloon I

•

~~

8

Gardens

·

. . . Specials . 1r~'"~~~\-tHappiest Happy Hour
-o I
oocksi~~\~
~I
~~
2 for 1 Mon·Fri. 1pm·7pm.
:o1
B''
396-7764
&I xu ~i.
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WELCOME BACK
We welcome your new
and transfer prescriptions.

~--~~~~~~~~

PARSONS TABLe
14"

X

14"

X

LUV LEGS
COMFORT TOP KNEE-HI'S
Sandalfoot or reinforced toe
in fashion colors

14"

3~00
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

STUDENT MATH KIT
Tl-35

18!~,

FOR

TIMEX®

UNBREAKABLE

HANGERS

ALARM CLOCK

Plastic, in assorted colors.

10
FOR

P~s100

Model 7369-002

19.9..

4~,

each

Pack of 2
60 minute, blank

2~~3.883.99

9D·MINUTE 2-pack ......

WIPE-OFF
BOARD

~:;;:;:-:'\MEMO

SCOTCH BRAND
MOUNTING SQUARES

Ideal for messages,
notes, quick figuring.
Assorted designs

FM/AM ELECTRONIC DIGITAL

CLOCK RADIO

69!,07

Model 7-4630

28!!,

12" diagonal screen,
black and white.
Model BT-316NR

69!!

A. 3-DRAWER CHEST
Woodgrain finish on rugged fiber
board.19-1/2" x 13-1/8" x 12-3/4".
Easy to assemble

B. SHOE STORAGE BOX
Holds 9 pairs or purses. Woodgrain
finish fiber board. 26-1/4" x 13-1/4"
x 12-3/4". Easy assembly.

NORWOOD PLAZA SUPERx DRUG STORE
MONTGOMERY ROAD AT IVANHOE PHONE 396-7300
OPEN MON. ·SAT. 9 a.m. ·Midnight SUNDAY 10 a.m. · 9 p.m.

YOUR CHOICE

4!!!,
each
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New President seeks focus on excellence
On Monday, August 23, Xavier
Preside'nt, the Reverend Charles Currie, S.J., mel with Xavier News
Editor-in-chief jerry Ellig and
Managing Editorjean Hanna lo share
.his_ views on the upcoming year.

Q.: "Is there anything in

particular you've noticed
which makes Xavier different from other educational institutions?"
A.: "For a medium sized university,
Xavier is very personalized. It is also
distinctive in its close relationship
with the city and the surrounding
neighborhood. I get the impression
that we are highly respected and
appreciated in the community ... "
"Xavier shares many of the ques-

tions facing higher education, but
with greater strengths. Financially,

Fr. Mulligan left XU in very good
shape. There is of course much more
to a university than balancing the
budget, but that's certainly a good
start ... The variety of programs here
are contemporary without being
f;tddish ... "

A.: "We can't pretend the law
doesn't exist. Respect for the law is
part of education ... I hope that at
every student function at which beer
is served, a non-alcoholic beverage is
also served. There are a lot of reasons
why a student might not be drinking
- being eighteen is only one of
them."

''We also have tremendous dedication on the part offaculty, staff, and
administration - they show their
love for the place. "

Q.: "A committee was set
up last spring to investigate
the possibility of bringing
football back to Xavier.
What do you think of the
idea?"

Q.: "Is there any chance
that the increase in the
minimum tuition requirement will be rolled back?"
A.: "I don't see a very great chance
of that happening, although I'm willing to look at anything with an open
mind. The problem we're up agamst
is that if students don't pay 100 per·
cent of tuition at the time .of registra·

IT PAYS TO ASK QUESTIONS.
Low Price Coverage

CBt~ CRmtget~Utg
INSURANCE
Call me 871-3340

tion, the University has to borrow to
A.: "Yes, it was a committee of the
pay its bills, and the cost of doing
Musketeer Club. I spoke with them
that gets passed on to them
and said that I would be happy to sit
eventually.
down with them when they've com·
"Students should also know that
pleted the study. I told th~m also
the Business Office can make arthat any proposal would have to be
rangements for them, using various .
realistic. We could not afford a Diviprivate financial plans, if they don't
sion I team. "
have the full amount of their deposit
at registration."
''There arc serious problems, such
Q.: "How will the new beer as the condition of the stadium, start·
law, which raises the drink- up costs, . insurance, locker room
ing age to nineteen, affect facilities. My initial approach to any .
problem, though, is not to say 'no'

Xavier?"

~

2609Vine Street/Clifton
Cincinnati Ohio 45219

Bank

but rather 'let's see if we can overcome the difficulties.' ''

Q.: "You've been
characterized by many as a
"mover and shaker." What
types of changes do you
plan to make?
A.: "In the past several months, I've
concentrated a lot on just listening in
an effort to discern real needs. The
renovation of residence halls is being
sped up in order to provide students
with the best possible living and
learning environment."
"We've also set up a committee, ·
chaired by Mr. Niehaus, which is
working on centralizing administrative computing functions.
We want accurate information available in a timely way to whoever needs
it."

CINCINNATI.

OFFERING YOU:
• TELLERIFIC, THE TERRIFIC 24-HOUR TELLER.
• NOVV·CHECKING. GU~R~NTEED 5'1·% INTEREST
ON YOUR CHECKING MONEY
• BANKING SERVICES FOR THE INDIVIDUAL
AND BUSINESS COMMUNITY
• 26 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
Member FDIC

WHERE QUALITY COUNTS
• Color Prints from Color Slides
• 2 Hour E-6 Color Slide Processing
• 24 Hour Black & White Processing & Contact Sheets
• 48 Hour Black & White Quality Custom Printing
• Color Slide Duplication
• Color Slides from Artwork

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
University Village

281-5002

"As far as 'moving and shaking,'
well, I don't want to waste time on
false problems - there are too many
real ones. "
"I would like to focus on excellence in whatever we do. There is
no excuse for doing something second rate. Also, I'd like to strengthen
the sense of pannership and cooperation here. All of us should feel good
about working together with the
common goal of education of our•
selves and the community."

WVXU NEEDS YOU!
I

Become a part of Cincinnati's fastest growing radio station!
WVXU-FM, a member of National Public Radio, has listeners in a 50 + mile radius of Cincinnati! We're among the
Top 10 most-listened~to Public Radio Stations in the Country! WVXU offers a varied format, including Solid Gold
Oldies, Classic Album Rock, Jazz, Big Bands, News, Sports, Phone In Talk Shows, Public Affairs, and' Radio Dramas.

• • ••• •• • •• • ••• • • •• •• •• •• ••• •• •• •• •• •••• • ••••

* POSITIONS AVAIL~BLE NOW FOR QUALIFIED VOLUNTEERS! (You do not have to be a Communication Arts

major, only an XU/EC full-time or part-time student.)
OPPORTUNITIES INCLUDE:
Announcing, News & Sports, Writing & Reporting, Promotions, Production, Board Operation, Engineering, Computer Programming, Public Affairs Duties, Typing, Clerical Duties, and MORE!
FINDOUTWHATWVXU IS ALL ABOUT AND HOW YOU CAN BECOME INVOLVED! CometoourFall Recruit-·
n:tent Meeting,for New Staffers, THIS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 at-1:30 p.m. in Room 8·2 in the Basement of
Alter Hall. If you can't make the meeting don't despair! Come down to the station in person anytime during
regular business hours to fill out an application. We're in the basement of Alter Hall ... Follow the Music!
Ask for Kathy Myers or Mark Magistrelli.
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Minahan optimistic as new V.P. r---------------"-------------..
Nl

~-g >~ ~ ¥!

·Dr. John P. Minahan, Xavier's
new vice president for academic affairs, mixes his enthusiasm for the
University with a desire for
improvement.

c: .... ~

~~~ ~

~-§

Formerly the academic vice
president at the University of North
Florida in Jacksonville, Minahan
noted that ''There is an attitude of
loyalty toward this school and its
history that's not found in state institutions." This attitude is due, he
suggested, to the autonomy Xavier
enjoys as a private university.

5 8
'

.11...111!1&.

.......

Minahan stressed, in fact, the importance of working with the faculty
on such diverse issues as revitalizing
the Scholars' and Honors programs,
strengthening Edged iff's fine arts
degree and investigating the
possibility of adding new masters'
degree programs. "We're not going

Featuring:
Day Packs
Sleeping Bags
Tents
Outdoor Clothing
Outdoor Equipment
and
Supplies
.........

'

-.

--· ..

and stoves

~'.-.

By PAM DOWNING
News Reporter

Students who do not purchase
parking stickers this year may later
pay a higher ·price for not having
them under a more stringent set of
procedures regarding the permits
adopted by Xavier Police.

Constitutional Heritage Club

t
I

c:

861·5622

Imported &Domestic Beer
F
D ..
rozen aqu1ns
Wide Screen TV

M-F Happy Hour 3:3D-7:30
g,
ml
Carry Out 'til 2:30AM
Nl

..,,

to be doing these things in a
va1=uum," he asserted.
.
As Minahan sees it, there are
"(~herem relationships" between
alumni, faculty, students and administration·. "There is," he said, "a
ge~e:rally held belief that this sch~ol
is about something good.''

could cost some
who are not alert

at-us
ootf
'z11iF THE UNITED NATIONS

. pIace
gathenng

Dr. John P. Minahan

Rentals: Skis, tents, backpacks;

Wood mentioned that the $30.00
parking permits for full-time, undergraduate students may be purchased
at .the Security Office in North Hall.
College of Continuing Education and
Graduate students, he said, may purchase permits at their respective college offices in ·Alter Hall for $16.00.

HiRise Inn

12900 Jefferson

~ :x: ; l

. .- · (!)

Parking change$.~

• Any vehide without a permit
will receive a fifteen dollar ticket.
• A vehicle given three tickets will
have its wheels locked by an immobilizer. In order for the owner to
' move the car he or she must first pay
a $25.00 fine.
• Fines must be paid before grades
are released.
• Parking stickers must be displayed on the windshield of the
passenger side of the car in order to
be considered valid.
• Students may park in the North
Campus, Elet, Cohen, U.S. Slioe,
and Marion lots only.

.CUI
~~

co 1

g :;,

"Personalized education," the
academic vice president said, "is our
strongest point in both the graduate
and undergraduate schools ... It's still
possible fo·r professors to be accessible
to each of their students.''

According to Officer Dan Wood,
chief of Xavier Police, the new
regulations have been established
because many students did not pay
their parking tickets last year. He
outlined the following combination
of new and existing rules:

2

g_ ~a;

C:C--1::;::,

Private status can also have its
drawbacks, he observed, "We need
to increase minority enrollment and
faculty," he said, "but it's more
difficult to figure out strategies to
accomplish that in a non-public institution with limited resources.''
hi addition to making Xavier more
.sensitive to the needs of minorities,
Minahan hopes to free up personnel
in the Registrar's office in particular
by making greater use of the cQmr
puter to perform labor-intensi:V~
tasks.
...,.J,
He expressed a desire to explore
with the faculty ways of improving
sabbaticals and other release time.
''There . is a certain mixture of
research that goes with good teaching. Professors can't use the same
notes year after year."

ual

;;IIIIo Q)

Sale valid on as many items as you like, one transaction only.
Coupon must be presented. Not valid on sale merchandise.

We specialize in quality merchandise
at low, direct·ilj:lport prices:·
•
·•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wicker Chairs, Cushions, & Tables
Rattan & Brass Storage. Trunks
Bamboo Window Shades/Room Screens
Rattan Desk & Swag Lamps, fully wired
Silk & -Dried Flowers
Handwoven Floor Mats/Wall Shelves
Cane Hampers/W astebaskets/Pianters ·
Largest Selection of Baskets
Scented Candles/Incense
Glassware/Mugs/Kitchenware
PotP<>urri/Oils/Soaps

--

.

--

United Dairy Farmers

HomeMade.

--IcecreSiD
Vanilla
t;il
IIALFGALLON

Com.m.entary
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Editor's experience
shows hope for all
As classes resumed last week, many people on campus were surprised by the presence
of News Editor John Fogarty, who had lost his left arm and leg in a late July treetrimming accident.
.
"Gosh, I could never come back to school in just a month if something like that happened to me/' is the general response.
.
. .
.
That tribute is, of course, well deserved. However; Its phrasmg 1s unfortunately mdicative of the negativism and lack of self-confidence prominent in today's society, a
negativism which could have been a potentially greater threat to Fogarty's return than
the original loss of limbs.
He could easily have found many arguments in favt>r of taking a semester .off. I?stead
of giving in and saying "I can't," he chose the confident way of confronting h1s pro.
blem over the easy way.
What Vice President Bush calls the '' nittering nabobs of negativism'' assault us datly.
What does the news media report? Murder, rape, robbery, arson, war. The phrase "no
news is good news" has been stood on its head: Good news is, apparently, no ne~s.
Someone sets out to start his own business. What do his friends do? They come up wtth
a hundred reasons why new businesses fail - not one idea on how they succeed.
When pessimism masquerades as realism, it doesn't take a st.aff of experts to discover
.
why some individuals turn to sui.cide. and drugs to escap~ realtty.
Attitude makes a large contnbutton toward the achievement of any goal, be It
recovery from an accident or passing a course. The positive person who plans to succeed
in spite of great odds will usually find a way to succeed. The negative person who expects
to fail, even .if the odds are favorable, will usually find a way to fail.
"Let there be peace on Earth, and let it begin with me," a well-known hyf!!n be~ins.
The nation, the world, needs a rebirth of "I can" optimism; why not let It begm at
Xavier?

Good Day, Haser
"O.K., good day. Welcome to our column.
I'm Paul, and this is my brother Mike ... "
"How's it going, eh?"
"Good day."
"Good day."
"Well, we're here with the Coleman and the
spatula and a few cold ones, and our topic today is ... say, what is it, anyway?"
"Folks, we can't go on with the column
'cause my hose head brother here forgot the
topic."
"Yeah. Well, what is it, eh?"
"Well, it's ah ... "
"Get out! You don't remember either!"
"No-yeah! It's ... "
''Take off! Our topic today is basic principles, okay?" -

Right

~eason

.. ay. Pc:wt St. F. Blair

New team offers XU progress
With the new academic season arrived many
new elements to Xavier's campus. The campus
grounds generally look more attractive - the
grass is cut, the bushes are neatly trimmed and
the walkways are immaculate. We have a new
group of freshman students bringing with
them fresh talent and· ideas. Some segments of
the dormitories are furnished with new articles.
These and several other things are now the conversation of the campus. But by far the most
popular topics of discussion among students,
faculty and administrators are the appoint- .
ments of the Reverend Charles L. Currie and
Dr. John P. Minahan, president and academic·
ofXavier
· · respective!

DARYLE
LEWIS

I am ela~ed to say that Xavier University has
new hope for fulfilling a goal, stated in the
1981-1982 catalogue: "to help its students
develop and equip themselves for a mature, intelligent and richly human response to contemfPOrary life... by providing an excellent
academic curriculum, a student life with rich
opportunity and variety, and a commitment to
human and spiritual values.''
In what direction is the new administration
headed in as to fulfilling this stated goal? This
question and similar ones should be examined
by all srudems attending the University; it
should and must be given a critical evaluation,

"Hey, wait a minute, hoser. We can't do
that, eh?"
"Why not, eh?"
"Hey, well, some folks don't believe in
principles, right? They, like, say everybody's
opinion is okay."
"You mean, like, they really believe that?"
"Hey, like remember last year~ the letters
in the paper about communism? Like, they
said that even though it isn't working, Marx's
theory is a beauty, right, and who can criticize
a Great Philosopher."
"Get out! You're hosin' me."
"No, no. Like, remember those hoseheads
in philosophy and theology sayin' that contradictions exist ~ so they could keep teaching
that socialist hosology - it's true, eh?"
"Well, I think I remember, eh?"
"Like, ah, get me another cold one, eh?"
"But, like, what ifl think that something is,
like, wrong for everybody?"
"Oh, but, like, they say you can't believe
that."
·
"Like, they say, 'All people got a right to
their own opinion -except some people'?"
"They don't say it - okay? - but they
mean it, eh?"
"Get out! Nobody's so dumb!"
"No:- hey, they mean it, eh? That's why
ou~ b,>p_ic.. today is principles."

especially by the black student. The conclusion(s) reached after analysis of this question
strongly influences the subsequent value of the
student's time and money spent at Xavier.
More importantly, the qualities the University
develops in its students will significantly determine the future hope and success of its
students and the broader society as well.
It follows that if the University is meeting its
goal, then, the time, money and future prospects of the student will be of maximum worth
and benefit to the individual student and the
broader community. On the other hand, if the
University is lacking in·its commitment, then,
the student will suffer and ultimately so will
our society. The · distinctly · opposite consequences resulting from ·the achievement or lack· ..
of achievement by the University of its stated
goal have been fully measured and comprehended bv the new administration. The
Currie I Mit~ahan administration is dedicated to
I;~~t·,to share ~ith you an experie~ce th~t
the preservation of all its students. The new ad- over/~9R';l1ew Xavter students created m then
ministration is dedicated to the preservation of tim,~~:;ftlnsition to college life as Christia~s.
all its students. The new administration is par- As duldren of God, they have valuable gtfts
ticularly concerned ~bout the historical treat- to··' "·t.~r community. This experience was
ment of its black students. Realizing that the . M ' ·· ~- 82.
black student on,i,-i:~ampus is uniquely fac~d.;:;:,;,:,:; ·
..cPike to thank that group of returnwith some peculiaf·c-oncerns that. de~and··a·,, ing· '·phomores, Juniors and Seniors who
concentrated approach, the Curne/Mmahan faithfully served as skillful group leaders
team has publicly and privately expressed a ge- throughout the three days. Also, much plannuine commitment to its. black student ning and hard work behind the scenes
populatio~. .
.
deserves praise for our Student Core Group:
As prestdent of the Black Student Assocta· Paul Blair, Melissa Brennan, Kathy Doran,
tion, I am honored by the opportunity to work Beth Dowling, Jennifer Fehrman, Liz Gunwith such a promising team led by the drum, Martha Healy, Ann Knight, Dave
Currie/ Minahan front.
Roth, Pete Thomas, M-R Youstra and Shelly
Dary/e Lewis is an economics major and Stegeman. Although Orientation and classes
president of Xavier's Black Student have not yet begun, the support staffs of
Association.
Campus Ministry, Bellarmine Chapel, Stu-

"O.K., so what's the first one, eh?"
"It's like, existence exists, okay? So; like,
whatever you do has to agree with reality,
right?"
"Oh, but what if it doesn't, eh?"
"So, like, say you don't agree with the reality of alcohol - you still get hosed, right? And
if you don't agree that heat is real, you'll burn
your fingers fryin' up the backbacon, eh? If an ·
act, like, agrees with reality, it's good."
"And if you're not good, you get hosed. "
"Yeah~ so, like, if you prove something is
good, then you can see if it works to, like,
check if you're right, eh?"
"Beauty. Pass me another beer, eh?"
"O.K., I get the .next principle. It's right
here, okay: Government exists to secure the
rights of individuals. ''
"Hey, what's a right, eh?
"A right is, like, a way to define your freedom in society, okay? So, like, you have a right
· to do anything, like, if you aren't violating
somebody else's rights, okay?"
"like, how do you do that, eh?"
"Well, you, like, coerce somebody by using.
force, or cheating, or ... "
"Wait a minute, eh? What about my rights
to, like, beer and backbacon, and, like,
necessities, eh? Like, those aren't freedoms to
act, right?"
"Those are goals, not rights, hosehead. like,
who's going to provide that stuff if you don't
eh?. What - do you want to make somebody
your slave? The end doesn't justify the means,
you hoser."
"Get out! So what happens to the poor
·then, hosehead?"
"No- hey. I just say, like, people can't be
forcetl to work for others. But, like, everybody
sho~tltlbecharitable, right? O.K., and, like, in
a system which recognizes rights (capitalism,
eh?) the poor have the best shot anyway."
"Oh, that reminds me, eh? Like, in the·
future we'll like, use these principles to show
that capitalism is a beauty, eh?"
"Yeah, but, like, we'reoutofspace. That's
our topic for today - so good day!"
"Good day!"
"Is it over?"
"Shh, hosehead: Stop writing and maybe
they'll go away."
Paul Blair is an HAB!physics major and student of philosophy at~rl,political economy.

rs.--...,.....-.......

folks

dent Development & Housing, Maintenance,
Admissions and Food Service generously gave
their time adding greatly to the success of
MANRESA 82. A special thanks to Joe Tito,
· sj and Mary Rose Boyle for their personal encouragement and direction.
My position as Student Director afforded
me the opportunity not only to learn from all
of these people, but alsO to feel moved with a
sense of wonder at the power of God's spirit
alive in each individual.
MANRESA 82 is over. However, the shared
experience lives on continuing to renew our
beans along with those we meet. This year I
will be leaving Xavier and, even though, I
will not be able to participate in another
MANRESA, I believe I carry with me a desire
to encourage the goodness in other people.

Joe Groh
Director, MANRESA 82

Cainpus Corne~age7
UPDATE

&tubtnt ~nurmmrnt Btpnrts

AnENTION ALL SENIORS AND MBA's
All full-time seniors and MBA's must attend one mandatory preinterview meeting to be eligible for on-campus recruitment.
·Business
Mon., Sept. 13 1:3(). p.m.
Tues., Sept. 14 1:30 p.m.
Wed., Sept. 15 10:00 a.m.
Thurs., Sept. 161:30 p.m.
Fri., Sept. 17 1:30 p.m.
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Liberal Arts
Mon., Sept. 20 1:30 p.m.
Tues., Sept. 21 1:30 p.m.
Wed., Sept. 22 1:30 p.m.
Thurs., Sept. 23 10:00 a.m.

MBA's
Fri., Sept. 241:30 p.m.
Sign up in the Career Planning and Placement office.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Volunteers are needed to work at St. Aloysius Orphanage a couple
hours a week. The children are six to twelve years old. Call Ann Luebbers at 242-7600 for more information.
-BOOKSTORE POLICY
The bookstore has issued its textbook return policy for the Fall
semester. A cash register receipt and a drop/add slip is required for any
return or exchange. When exchanging a book, the replacement must be
chosen from within the same academic department. September 22 is
the deadline for all returns.
YEARBOOK STAFF
Applications for the '1982~83 Musketeer Yearbook Staff are now being taken. Pick up an application form at the Information Desk. People
are needed in all areas of production and no experience is necessary.
STROLLING MUSICIANS
The Clifton Business and Professional Association is looking for
strolling musicians to play at Cliftonfest, an annual arts and craft
festival to be held on Saturday, October· 2. Anyone interested should
·contact Chuck Hals at 961-8944, Stanley Silverman at 281-8667 or Jack
Gilligan at 751-1496.
KARATE CLUB
_
· The XU Karate Club will hold its first meeting September 13, at 6:00
p.m. in the multi-purpose room of the O'Connor Sports Center. Fall
classes will be held Mon. and Wed. from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. No experience is necessary.
CINCINNATI COMMUNITY ORCHESTRA
The Cincinnati Community Orchestra will m1t1ate the 1982-83
season with its first rehearsal Monday, September 13, at 7:30p.m. in
the Xavier University Theater. The Orchestra has openings for violin
and viola players. Please call Mr. or Mrs. Fran Rosevear at 7?1-0680 for
further information.
PIANO CONCERT
Pianist Marylene Dosse will present a program of all Spanish music
this Sunday, Sept. 12, at 2:00 p._m. in the ~U. Theatre. She will_perform short works by Turina, de Falla, Albcmz, and others. There 1s an
admission charge, but the concert will be free with a valid XU l.D.
LIBRARY TOURS
. During the first two· weeks of the_ semester, the ~cD~:mald Lib~ary
staff is providing tours to acquaint those new to Xav1er wnh all serv1ccs
and facilities available at the library. Sign-up sheets for tours arc located
at the Reference Desk in the libriuy.
BIOLOGY CLUB
.
·
The Biology Club will have a TGIF/Opcn House on Friday •. Sept. 10
from 2:30-6:00 in the new Biology dub lounge. The lounge IS located
in the basement of Albers Hall. All those interested in Biology are urged to attt:nd. On Sept. 12, the Biology Club will have a picnic from
· 1:00-7:00 p.m. at California Woods. Activiti.es indu~e: softbal~.
volleyball, nature trails and good food. For more mformatlon call Steve·
at 745-3214.
·
, ·/f:"i

" ,.

,~. :.~·•Y-\~ .

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
·_i··'''{:,q:;'<:?t~'~:· ....
An amateur radio club is forming at Xavier. The first org~mz,a.tfo1; .. ··::
meeting is from 1:30 to 2:30 on Friday S~pt. 1~. The mcetmg will.oe
held in Alumni 103. At this time all questions w_lll be ans~ered. Begmners and licensed operators are invited. Call Phil Maechhng after 6:J?.P
p.m. for more information at 751-2634.
,
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES
Sept. 10. Movie: Chariots of Fire at 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. •':i~·
..· .
Scorcer in Cancer~ - XU Cafe
, . ., . ... .· ~ ·.- :;~~'
Sept. 17 - Movie: On Golden Pond at 1:30 p.m. and 7<:()() p.m·: , -:1
Sept. 22 - Club Day on the Mall
Sept. 2_5 - Moonlight Pavilion Dance
Committee positions are still available but going quickly. Call the Student Government office at 745-3560 for more information.

On behalf of Student Government
Administrative Vice President Jack
Donaldson, Legislative Vice President Louie Velasco and myself, we
welcome you to the 1982-83 school
year. During the summer months,
members of Student Government
have been planning numerous activities for the fall semester. The
. following preview of upcoming activities is presented in an effort to
better inform the student body of
what Student Government is doing
for them. If you would want to work
on any of the various Student
Government committees, please contact the respective committee
chairperson or leave your name at the
Student Government office and a SG
representative will contact you.
Concert Committee
The SG Concert Committee has
booked five of the top local bands for
fall semester concerts. The American
Beauty Band kicked off the year on
Sunday, August 29 with a mixer in
the Grill. This past Friday's
''Wheels'' concert drew an estimated
1400 students and earned the senior
class $800 profit. Tomorrow night,
Trixx will perform in the cafeteria
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission is
$2 which includes two free refreshment tickets.
In addition to these live concerts,
the committee has scheduled five
· ·TGIF ·.parties for the first semester

and within the next week should
have definite commitments for
bringing a national recording act to
Cincinnati.
Speakers Committee
The SG Speakers Committee is
working to bring in at least one major
speaker and one minor speaker to
campus each semester. Already booked for October 22 is Henny
Youngman who will perform in the
Schmidt Fieldhouse at 8 p.m.

fine arts events on campus, a
photography contest and a talent.
show during the first semester.
Social Committee
The SG Social Committee began
its year by sponsoring a trip to Kings
Island this past Monday.
The first semi-formal dance is
slated for Saturday, September 25 at
the Old Coney Island Pavilion.
Tickets will be $10 a couple and can
be purchased beginning Monday in
front of the Cafe and the Grill. Music
from the band "Fortunes" and the
serene atmosphere of the Moonlight
Pavilion should provide for an enjoyable evening.
Student Government is also sponsoring a trip to the Reds game for the
Sunday September 26 game. Tickets
go on sale next Monday for $3. This
game is fan appreciation day which
will give ticket holders an opportunity to win some nice prizes.
Other activities to plan for in the
coming year includes the 1982
Homecoming Dance, Road Trips to
various recreation and night spots,
numerous theme parties, a basketball
homecoming in February and a
Florida Party where two XU students
will win a trip to Florida for a
·
weekend.
· ·Film Committee

The Film Committee has scheduled sixteen major .films for the
coming year. The film series kicks off
tomorrow with "Chariots of Fire" in
the University Center Theater at 1: 30
and 7 p.m. Other block buster films
scheduled include On Golden Pond,
Star Wars, Superman II, Raiders of
the Lost Ark, the Blues Brothers and
Stripes. Full times undergraduate
students can get in for S1 with an XU
J.D. and non-XU students for $2.

Student Relations Committee
In an effott to better inform the
student body of upComing activities
and to give SG a greater awareness of
what the needs of the XU student
are, a Student Relations committee
has been initiated. This committee is
responsible for overseeing publicity
for various SG events, taking periodic
polls and surveys to see what students
want and to publish the Phone Directory I Student Information Booklet in
October.
J.erislative Action Committee
Another new committee, which
has for its purpose the responsibility
of informing students of legislation
on the state and national level which
may affect their college education.
The committee will also work to inform students of changes in University policy and to lobby for students'
rights on campus.

•••••
These are but a few of the activities
planned for the coming year. Information about these and other activities can be obtained by contacting
the SG office (3560) or by way of
various flyers and posters around
campus.
Next week, Louie, Jack and I will
publish our proposed SG budget for
the 1982-83 school year. This should
give the student body a better understanding of where their money is
spent in regards to Student Government. But for right now, let us once
again wish every one the best of success in the coming school year.

The Film Committee will also
oversee the large screen television
which will be purchased for the GriJI.
An attached videocassette player wiJI
offer studc;nts the opportunity to see -~~-~-----~-------·
an even greater variety of films dur- 1982-83 Student Government
ing the week. The large screen television should be in by the end of next President- Tony Bramer
·Vice Presi~ent- Louie Velasco
week.
Vice President -Jack Donaldson
Senators - Laurie Bernstein, Mary
Community Relations Committee
The SG Community Relations Margaret Carroll, Mary Deye, Gerry
Committee will be organizing and Downey, Karen Funk, Jim Haitz,
Betsy Hamlin, Charlie Lenway, Mimi
O'Donnel, Tracy Orth, Mary Persinger, .Alice Pierron, Jeanne
Rademacher, Andy Riffe, Raul
Part time employee wanted to put up posters on campus
Rosado, Missy Spraul, Carol
now and during 1982-83.2-10 hours/month, $4.50/hr. Send
Steltenkamp.
name, address, phone #, class yr., etc. to Mr. Fenton, 152
Secretary - Arline Ott
Financial Board - Mary Kendrick:
Temple St., #701, New Haven, CT 06510
Chairperson, Jerry Goodwin: Treas.,
..·
Michelle Beckham, Jack Meyer, Ken
Plante.
Comqtittee Chairpersons - Community Participation: Ann Marie
Dear Friend:
Ryan, Concerts: Bob Horner, Films:
I need your help! Below is a map to my headquarters, my campaign
Juli Capitena, Fine Arts: Madge
address, and my campaign telephone number. I hope you will participate
Beckmeyer, Legislative Action: Trey
in my campaign as a volunteer. Every individual can assist in some way to
insur~ vict_ory on November. 2, 1982. Thank you for vo.~r lime and
Daly, Social: (to be appointed),
Speakers: Mark Planning, Student
cons1derat1on.
. ( 'o:.u-1',/ ,.t-i{ccij
Relations: Chris Moore.
_.,·'
Cath~ L. FiiJg '
Student Activities BudJet Board Chairperson: Renee Stoll, Laurie
Bernstein, Vincene Brown, Steve
Pearce, Bob Scholl. ·

Fine Arts Committee
The SG Fine Arts Committee is
currently ·working on an Enjoy the
Arts recruitment drive. Enjoy the
Arts is an organization where
'members with a college J.D. receive
discounts to various cultural events,
movie theatres arid record stores. Student Government will receive a
percentage of all memberships sold at
Xavier. During the coming year, the
committee will be sponsoring several

Part Time Employment.

;;~_.,

Headquar1ers:
~q4,1 M.u~

ECONOMICS CLUB
The Economics Club will hold an organizational meeting and election of officers for the 1982-83 year this afternoon at 2:30 in Alter 207.
New members are most welcome.

sponsoring an United Appeal Fund
Drive on campus during the first
semester. Besides numerous other
community service oriented projects,
the committee will sponsor the Little
Sibs Weekend February 25-27 where
brothers and sisters of Xavier students can enjoy a weekend on
campus.

IHt•!l on 0.1•h•y Suu.llt_·

631·8883

RESEARCH PAPERS
Improve your grades! Rush $1.00 lor the
current, 306 page, research catalog. 11,278
papers on file, all academic subjects.
Relleafth Aaaiatance 11322 Idaho Ave.,
11206W, Los Angeles, CA 90025 (213)

477-8226
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Film Schedule for 1982·1983
September 10 Chariots of Fire
1 7 On Golden Pond
October
19 The King and I
:30 Psycho
November
5 The Four Seasons
1 2 American Werewolf in London
20 Star Wars
:3 Superman II
December
10 The Muppet Movie
January
21 Stripes
28 Excalibur
25 Robin Hood
February
March
2 Arthur
18 The Dlues Drothers
April
8 Raiders of the Lost Ark
15 Taps
29 Rag Time
All movies arc shown in the Xavier University Theatre located in the
University Center. Admission is $1.00 with an XU J.D. and all Friday
showings are at I :30 and 7:00p.m., while those shown on Saturday arc
at 2:30 and 7:00p.m. This schedule is subject to change, if unforeseen
circumstances should arise. THERE SHOULD BE NO SMOKING,

Skydiving
Did you ever want to JUMP
out of an airplane?
If the answer to that question is YES - call us at...

GREENE COUNTY SPORT
PARACHUTE CENTER
Monroe Siding Rd., Xenia, Ohio

51J-J76-929J • .372-6116

Jump at your own risk.

DRINKING OR EATING in the Theatre at any time.

P<?tentially Dan~~~~ Risk~ _Involved.

..

~··

Chariots of Fire, Student Govern·
ment's first film of the year, will air
September 10 in the University
Theater.

Open door policy
started at Piper

AB\GWHEEL
B~ CAMPUS\
AMPAGERALLY!
~\n \he Rev\on FL6~~E RAMPAGES.
W\NONEOf500 ..

By BRIAN GRISMER
Nows Editor

The members of the Pied Piper
have announced the initiation of an
open door policy at the Piper this
fall.
In an effort to better meet the
needs of the Xavier community, the
Piper will now be accessible to Xavier
students and faculty any time of the
day or night (within reason).
· According to Melissa Brennan, a
new member of the Piper staff, ''The
new 'open door' policy will make it
possible for people to come down to
visit the Piper at their convenience.
Our staff is very friendly and accessible. Any reason is a good reason to
come to Piper."
Joseph Klingenberger, another
Piper staff member, added that he
hoped to see the Piper as a major influencing force for integrating the
spiritual, academic and social lives of
every Xavier student. "People are
our concern and a totally satisfied
student is spurred on to greater
achievement.''
"The new Mass-and-Meal program
will help bring commuters and residence hall students together,'' claimed David Fox of the Piper staff.
"This function will be held approx·
imately once every month and consist
of a Mass followed by a home cooked
meal."
The weekly liturgies are held on
Wednesday evenings. "Quality,"
said Paul Blair, a Piper staff member,
"is the main thrust of this year's
liturgies. We ·have increased our
emphasis on good planning and have
left lots of time and opportunity for
outside suggestions and help."
To help the Edgecliff students who
wish to participate in Piper functions,
a Piper shuttle will be provided free
of charge.
As Joseph Tiro, S.J., Piper advisor
and Campus Ministry Officer, summarized, "1~he purpose of the Piper
is to aid Campus ministry in serving
the student and faculty population.
The staff has planned numerous activities such as coffee houses, retreats,
blood drives, and penance services in
an effort to best serve Xavier."

The Revlon Flex Rampage-Rally

$750,000 in prizes!

Now Flex ... thefabulous Instant
Conditioner and Shampoo ... invltes you
to be a big wheel on campus! Enter the
Flex-Rampage Rally Sweepstakes! It's
eosy...and you may win a 1983 Rampage
Sport, Dodge's personal size pickup.
The rally is a Sports Car Club of America
Solo II Skill Rally. If you win you'll be at
the wheel of your own Rampage. Or
win one of hundreds of other prizes.
Go to your participating Flex retailer
and pick up an entry blank. Just fill it
out and take it to your participating
Dodge dealer.
if your name is drawn you'll get $50
cash, a new Rampage on loan to drive
to the Flex-Rampage Rally in your area
and a year's supply of Flex Shampoo
:md Conditioner.

50

50

. ,·.•. · •.· Mltsubllhl
· '-AM·FM

car Stereos and

Philips Car
Speakers

50

konlca

EF-3 Cameras

R.EVIDN

100

REV LON

Implement Sets
forMenand
Women
See your participating Flex Retail outlets for official rules and details.
No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited. licensed drivers only.
Sweepstakes expires September 18, 1982.
© 1982 Revlon Inc.
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Summer films feature fun, fantasy and flops
By TIM TROXELL
Entertainment Critic

In past years, the movie studios·
have waited until Christmas season to
release their biggest and best films.
This year, however, the studios decided that the summer season would
be the best time to take in the
money. In chronological order, here
is a look at many of the films that

have been out this summer, with a
0-10 (worst-best) rating in parentheses next to each film.

Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid (5)
Steve Martin could not make a fantastic idea work for an entire movie.
The film is great for about the first
half-hour. After a while, though, the
gimmick wears thin and the film

PERKINS AND GEOGHEGAN
INCORPOI\ATED

INSURANCE
AUTO, HOMEOWNERS, TENANT HOMEOWNERS,
LIFE, HEALTH & ACCIDENT

becomes dull. 'PG'

Visiting Hours (2)
Lee Remmick and William Shatner
have absolutely no chance whatsoever
to act in this violent film set chiefly in
the hospital. A couple of suspenseful
scenes are gripping but Visiting
Hours is mostly just an excuse to
flaunt gore. 'R'
Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan (7)
The crew of the Enterprise is back
together again as they try to thwart
the evil Khan's attempts to destroy
them and Admiral Kirk. This is a fine
film for anyone, even non-Trekkies
like myself. 'PG'

original Rocky cast together for one
final time and the results are just
fine. Rocky Ill is a great audienccplcaser. 'PG'

Poltergeist (10)
One word of caution; if you don't
like to be frightened, then don't s.:e
this film. If you enjoy scaring yourself
silly, though, don't miss it.
Producer-screenwriter Steven
Spielberg and director Tobe Hooper
have concocted one of the truly
scariest films ever. At the same time,
the audience is entertained with great
special effects. This film proves that
an audience can be terrified with the
use of very little blood and gore.
'PG'

Blade Runner (4)
This movie is easily one of the most
disappointing films of the summer.
Harrison Ford's performance is
awful, and the film's action is both
limited and boring. Rutger Hauer as
supporting actor and the visual effects are the only redeeming merits of
this movie. 'R'

Firefox (6)
Clint Eastwood produces, directs
and stars in this semi-exciting film
which contains an ample amount of
action, but also a considerable
amount of dull spots. Still, for
diehard Eastwood fans, it's a must.
'PG'

Rocky III (8)
Sylvester Stallone assembles his

E. T. (10)
It is truly an experience to see this

Jack M. Abbott
Joseph P. Adams
Ronald G. Deaton
Michael J. Morrissey

MU5'f FIRS! BECOM E. FOLLOWERS.
BECOME A LEAt>ER 8Y
212 EAST THIRD STREET SUITE 100
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45202

FOLLOWI~G J~SUS

CHRIST

AS A PRIEST, SISTER OR BROTHER
D~ACON LAY MINIST-f:R. • .... & . . .

magnificent film. It will make you
laugh and cry; but mainly it will
make you feel good all over. Director
Steven Spielberg has done it again.
'PG'

Tron (3)
Another major disappointment
this year comes from Walt Disney
productions. The special effects are
unique and quite good, but there is
no plot and no acting in this boring
film. 'PG:
Diner (8)
A fine little film about five f~iends
growing up in the late fifties. T~ere is
good acting, a fine script and interesting characterizations. 'R'
Young Doctors In Love (6)
Although a lot of intended laughs
don't click, there are still enough
that do to make this a funny film. It
does for hospitals what Airplane did
for airplanes! 'R'
An Officer And A Gentleman (9)
This film succeeds on two different
levels; it is a fine military drama that
absorbs the audience from the start,
and it is a terrific modern love story.
The ending lifts the movie-goers'
spirits sky high. Terrific performances
from Richard Gere, Debra Winger
and Lou Gossett, Jr. 'R'
Night Shift (9)
This is the biggest suprise of the
summer. Directed by Ron Howard
and starring Henry Winkler and
Michael Keaton, this film delivers
hilarious comedy, with great acting
from Winkler, Keaton and co-star
Shelley Long. Night Shift boasts an
interesting story line and tremendously appe:lling characterizations.
'R'

)

CONTACT: VOCATION
513-621.0511

OFFICE
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Friday The Thirteenth Pari 3 In 3D
(O)
Even the 3D effects can't save this
mindless piece of garbage. There is
no plot, no acting and no suspense.
'R'

The BeaJtmasler (4)
Another barbaric movie, again accompanied by a lousy script. Marc
Singer and Tanya Roberts have no
chance whatsoever to show off their
acting talents (if they have any).
There are some good fight scenes,
through and Roberts is great to look
at. 'PG'

-?odt SfAi!U-•

938 Hatch

Mt.Adams

621-3666

'
u
b
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Best of Luck Class of '83

Post scripts are back! What are Post
Scripts? The Xavier News weekly
reserves space for the university community to exchange friendly
messages and information. To be
published, Post Scripts must be brief,
in good taste and contain only first
names or initials. Post Scripts must
be delivered to the Xavier News office (off University Center lobby by
Information Desk) by the Sunday
before the next edition to be primed.
Aucmion XU Performers: John M. Sa)'S, "We've got a
new light board."

T:ua- You're •;o cure.

BSA - Gond lurk.
Karen B. - Mello
X.U. Nc"-'S Staff- Let's du it nJ:Iu! 1 !
write for the Emt·rtainmcm Sntion? lk like
only dtJI 7·l'.1·3"J(Il, for the
X.U. Nt·w~ Office!

WJnt

10

E.T :uul pi(k up a phone.

R.B. - dt:ank you for bcin' \Uth

l

frictul!

Yt'ah for Student Gm:ctnmcm!!!
Blip~!

IIUI-Doagc!l (Like thq·

~·ell :11

rht•

h.11lpar~;)

Tht·rc'\ no acwuntin~ fur :uwumin~ ·- it donn't add
up!

M.S · lluw miH h bt·t'r wuld
Ball muld hold hn·r?

;1

Bt·t·r Hall hold

1r

;J

1\C'cr

Sports
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Lay faculty edges Jesuits. 18-16
in abbreviated softball game
By JERRY ELLIG
Edltor·ln·chlef

As faculty skeptics watch, Rev. Thomas Kennealy, S.J., associate dean of
· ·,the College of Arts and Sciences, ties Into a 2·1 pitch for a bases-loaded
single.

Rev. Charles Currie, S.J., Xavier
president, went 3 for 4 and Rev. Ken
Overbert, S.J., enjoyed a seven RBI
afternoon, but the lay faculty nevertheless edged the Jesuits 18-16 in a
softball game called after seven innings last Friday.
The contest resulted from a
challenge, written in Thomas
Aquinas' own good English, issued
to Fr. Currie by Dr. John Minahan,
academic vice-president.
"Now I reply to this argument," it
read, "by agreeing with the
Philosopher and concluding that the
Jesuits at Xavier couldn't win a softball game if they tried unless it was
by forfeiture or accident''.
Currie's Latin letter of acceptance
foreshadowed an intriguing
afternoon.

The faculty quickly jumped on
Rev. Gene Carmichael, S.J., the
Jesuit starter, in the top of the first
inning. Consecutive singles by
leadoff man Dr. David Hellkamp
and Dr. Michael Weissbuch, followed one out later with. a base hit by
Dr. Dan Geeding, produced the first
run of the game. Dr. Francis
Mastriana, executive dean of the College of Business Administration,
then displayed the form which earn-·
ed him a Xavier baseball scholarship
by blasting a three-run homer to the
base of the left center field retaining
wall.

cond on Rev. William Hagerty,
S.J. 's, single to center, a Currie triple, and an infield out. Next inning
they shelled Dr. David Weinberg for
four runs, three on an Overberg triple, before Hellkamp returned to the
mound to get the final two outs with
the bases loaded. In the fourth,
Overberg knocked in two more runs
with a single.

The faculty's offense finally found
high gear in the fifth. Financial Aid
Director James Kelly led off with a
single and took second on Dr.
Napoleon Bryant's infield out. Helping his own cause, Hellkamp singled
Kelly home, moved to third on
Carmichael settled down to pitch
shutout ball for the next 3-2/3 Weinberg's double, and then they
- both scored when Dr. Stanley Heinnings.
The men in black scored two runs . deen singled up the middle.
off of faculty starter Dr. David
Hellkamp in the bottom of the seA single and an out later, Hede_en
made it home on a fielder's choice.
Dr. Minahan gave his team a short·
lived lead with a double to left center
field which drove in the faculty's last
two runs of the inning.
It looked as if God was on the side
of the Jesuits, though, as they promptly rolled up a 15-10 lead on the
strength of a Rev. Michael Cooper,.
S.J., triple, an Overerg two-run
home run, and four faculty errors.
The profs pulled to within one in
the sixth. Hellkamp and Hedeen
singled. Dr. William Jones (no rela·
tion to the San Diego Padres' center
fielder) knocked them in with a triple
before riding home on · assistnat
basketball coach Jim Chellis' home
run which carried to within just a few
yards of the Muskie dugout in distant
right field. Dr. Joseph Martos then
bunted his way aboard but, in a
highly controversial play, was nailed
trying for third on Minahan's single
to center.
Jesuit bats cooled o-ff in their half
of the inning; they scored but one
· run. Rev.Jack Kramer, S.J., thus had
a two run lead to protect when he
came on in relief of Carmichael in the
seventh. A single and two walks set
the stage for a Dr. Mark Notturno triple which game the faculty a one run
edge. Mr. John Olson lashed a single
past the left side of the infield to
push across an insurance run.

This calculator thinks business.
The TI Student Business Analyst:
If there's one thing undergrad
business students have always
needed, this is it: an affordable,
business-oriented calculator.
The Student Business Analyst.
Its built-in business formulas
let you perform complicated
finance, accounting and
statistical functions- the ones
that usually require a lot of
time and a stack of reference
books, like present and future
value calculations, amortizations and balloon payments.

It all means you spend less
time calculating, and more
time learning. One keystroke
takes the place of many.
The calculator is just part

of the package. You also get
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.
A powerful combination.
Think business. ~
With the Student
Business Analyst.

TEXAS
.INSTRUMENTS
r9t 1)A2 Tt•x11s ln .. truml·nts

Hellkamp then retired the Jesuits
in order with a little help from shortstop Mastriana, who charged into
foul territory far behind third base to
tuck away Currie's shallow tly ball for
what proved to be the final out of the
game.
After a brief meeting with both
team captains, home plate umpire
Rev. Lee Bennish, S.J., called the
game at 5:37 p.m. "on account of
darkness, or maybe a .tornado
warning."
In a brief victory statement,
Minahan implied that the faculty's
success was due in part to a platooning system which was unconventional
enough to be a scorer's nightmare.
"They (the Jesuits) were wellcoached, well-managed, and if the
game hadn't been called, would've
worn us out ... it took us three teams
to beat them," he said.
Some of the Jesuits consoled
themselves by claiming a moral victory of sorts. ''When it started out
that way (four faculty runs in t~e
first)," Currie commented, "I.
though we were gonna get wiped
out.''
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·On and off the floor

Intramural Schedule

·New Muskies add strength
New faces mix with familiar ones
as the 1982-83 basketball season approaches. Freshmen Brad Noble,
Richard Harris, Ralph Lee and Walter
McBride comprise the unfamiliar
crew.
Choosing a school was a major
decision in which education, not
merely basketball, played an important part.
Accounting major Lee came to
Xavier "mainly because of the
academics" and "the basketball program seemed to be what I was look·
ing for. The coaches are great."
Xavier's
atmosphere was,_another
.
'·(

influencing factor, as Harris, a
management major; found. "I chose
Xavier because I could feel they really
cared about me and had a lot to offer
- educationally and athletically. I
saw a potential and talent as far as the
basketball program is concerned. If
everybOdy lives up to his expecta·
tions, we should win the MCC. ''
Harris also hoped to take the NIT
bid because it is played in New York
City, his home town.
"I got along with the coach. I liked
the academics._ I wanted to get out of
Philadelphia for the maturity,': were
among center Noble's .reasons for

Soccer Schedule
s.pt~ 8
S.pt. 11
S.pt. 15
S•pt. 18
s.pt. ~2
s.pt.26
Oct._2
Oct. 3
Oct. 9
Oct. 13
Oct. 16
Oct. 18
Oct. 23
Oct. 27
Nov. 3
Nov. 5
Nov. 7

MOMMad State
Green Boy lnvlt.
Dayton Univ. of Cindrinotl ·
K•nyon
Ohio Univ.
Alumni Game
Indiana State
DePaul Univ.
louisville.
Wright State Univ •.
Bellarmine College
Dayton
Wilmington College
Northern Kentucky Univ.
Evansville
Bowling Green Unlv.

Hom.
Away
Away
Hom.
Hom.
Home
Home
HOme
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home

7:35
7:30
7:30
2:05
7:35
5:00
6:05
2:00
7:35
6:00
2:05
4:00
2:05
3:00
3:00
7:05
5:00

coming to Xavier. "Xavier had trouble with rebounding and I figured I
could help there."
Noble predicted a stronger bench
this year and good scorers based on
the incoming freshmens' skills.

Soccer
Briefs
The Muskie soccer team will open
its season with a match against
·Morehead State at Corcoran Field
(7:35). Xavier then travels to Green
Bay that weekend, Sept. 11·12, to
play in the Wisconsin-Green Bay
Invitational.
This yea(s Musketeers include
goalie Tom Kuechly, a product of St.
Xavier High School. The senior
goalie now owns seven school records,
including most saves in a game (19),
··season (139) and career (307). On his
career Kuechly has· posted 12
shutouts and has a 1.48 career goals
against average. Other top returnees
include forwards Jim Sandmann and
Marc Gilioli; midfielders Charlie
Lenway and Dan Martin; and back
Doug Moon.
A couple of rookies will see plenty
of time in the lineup this year, including Alex Correa, a transfer student from· Bogota, Columbia, who
pumped in a hat trick in a pre-season
scrimmage game. Sweeper· George
McCafferty, a fresh~an all-State per·
former from Howell, N.J., and Fred
Wallenfelsz, a freshman back from

PLAY BEGINS
CAPT. MEETING
SIGN-UPS
SPORT
Sept. 13
Softball
Sept. 1
Sept. 9, 2:30
Sept. 20
Flag Football Sept. 8
Sept. 16, 2:30
Sept. 24
Tennis
Sept. 15
Sept. 23, 2:30
Sept. 26
Soccer
Sept. 15
Sept. 23, 2:30
Sept. 27
· Basketball
Flyers will be out Sept. 20
Co-Ree lnnertube
Oct. 3
Sept. 30, 2:30
Waterpolo
Sept. 22
Co-Ree
Oct.4
Sept. 30, 3:00
Sept. 22
Volleyball
Co-Ree
Softball Tour. Weekend Tourney 16" Chicago Style T.B.A.
Oct. 7, 2:30
Oct. 8
Racquetball
Sept. 29

· Try Someone Who
Really Cares About How You
Want To Look and
Let Us Be Your
Professional Guidance
For a Successful
Hair Design For You

Esquire A uNisEx sALoN
European Hair Designers
located 2 doors from Clifton Ave. at
228 West McMillan

621·5060

. Ill RIGHT NOW!

Wonhington, Ohio, will provide im·

mediate help in the backfield.

Softball Scores
Lay Faculty

AB R H Bl

Hellkamp P
Welssbuch C
Weinberg C
Flaspohler 1B
Jeffers RF
Hedeen 18
Geedlng 28
Webb 21·
Mastrlana SS
Johnson SS
Jones SS
Nottumo 38
Dewey 38
Chellis LF
Olson LF
Durand DH
Martos 38
Hayes LCF
Harmon LCF
Minahan 28
Colella RCF
Kelly RCF
Klecemp LCF
Chambera RF
Bryant C
Flnkelateln PH
Ruwe RF

5
2
3
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Jeaulta

ABRHBI

Sparough CF Kennealy SCF
Overberg LF
Hagerty SS
Currie 31
Costello RF
Cooper2B
Carmichael P
Schmidt 11
Kramer C

4
4

5
5

4
2

5
3
2
4

4 4
f 1
1 1
1 0
0 1
2 2
2 1
0 0
1 1
0 0
2 2
1 2
0 1
2 1
0 2
0 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 2
0 0
1 0
0 1
0 .o
0 0
0 0
0 0

3
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

3
2
3
3
3
1
1
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
3
0
2
3
0
2
1
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
7
1
1
1
2
0
0
0

-E- Faculty 8, Jesults1. LOB-' Faculty
8, Jesuits 8. 28 - Weinberg 1, Minahan
1,-Hagerty 2, Sparough 1, Currie 1. 38Materno 1, Jones 1, Overberg 1, Currie 1,
Cooper 1. HR - Mastriana 1, Chellis 1,
Overberg 1.
Pitching
Jesuits
Carmichael
Kramer(L)
Faculty
Heitkamp (W)
Weinberg

IP R ER BB SO

8
1

14 11 0
4 4 1

0
0

0
1

1
0

8.2 12 5
.1 4 4
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NEED IT? GET IT

"Quality Printing While You Walt"

•

t

'

!FS!T"

®

Call Now
for Quick
Quolatlona on
Your Printing
·Nelda

Qulllly printing .•• Quick urvlce ••• Quol•ble1price• I
• C1rbonle81 Form•
• Nlw1le1ter1
• Brochur••
• Per10n1ll1ed Forma • Progr1m1
• Price L1111
•l!nvelopea
• M1nu111
• Menu•
• Bullellna
• Bulin••• 01rd1
• Booklell
• P1mphlel1
• LeHerheldl
• Folding
• Clrculerl
• lnvlllllon•
• Coll1llng
• Legll Brlela
• Flyar1
• P1ddlng

·

4574 MONTGOMERY AD.
NORWOOD, OH 45212

631·1460

$5 OFF to all XU students
Valid thru 12/31/82
(minimum order of $25 required)

L---~----------------------J

THE

2X4

531·2639
1615 DAN~ AVE.

CINTI., OHIO 45207

(IJetween Ledgewood s~d DB~• Gardens)

Specializing In Pizzas
and Hoaglesl
Menus Available at Info Desk - University Center
COUPON

PIZZA AND HOAGIISI
s1.00 off Large Pl_zza

.75 off Medium Pizza
.25 off 'Small Pizza
.25 off any Hoagie

TIME .1:37

Free Delivery to XU Students on Campus

There's nothing wrong
with a· little materialism.
You came to X.U. to get a good education and a head
start into a career. But it takes a lot of money to stay in
school and· this can be a big problem. Consider this13 students have completed their studies within the last
two years with expenses paid through ROTC
scholarships at X.U.
Another 13 students now are attending school at X.U.
with complete tuition, books, lab fees, and general fees
paid by Army ROTC. They also receive $100 a month·
spending money and are majoring in the field of their
choice.
When_. they graduate, these students get an exciting,
good paying, guaranteed job for four years and a head
start into a career.
Some of the ROTC scholarships available are reserved
for freshmen and .sophomores with no prior ROTC
experience.
Think about it. Call Captain Michael or Captain Hampton
for more details at 745-3646.
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®

Located on Ledgewood Avenue
at Xavier University ·

The Provident· Bank·
VIsit any one of Provident's 30 offices In Greater Clncinnatl ... including
the Norwood Branch at 4500 Montgomery Road In I'-4Qrwood.
®Reg. U.S. Pat. & T.M. Off.

